How do visitors interact or participate with the Linda Ulland Memorial Gardens?
FREE to the public, the gardens draw in visitors with colorful, climbable, walk-thru representational gardens including photo-op stops in natural settings, audio learning boxes, outdoor leaf patio under the pines and indoor learning center with Paul Bunyan exhibit.

Recognize or honor family, friend — even your business!
Purchase engraved pavers as a permanent memorial to be placed into garden walkways. (Order form attached)

Long-range planning?
Funding is still needed to pay for garden work already completed and develop the Learning Center as a final portion of this project (undetermined timeline).

Volunteers still needed for seasonal garden weeding and maintenance.
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COUNT ME IN! ENGRAVED PAVER ORDER at Linda Ullland Memorial Gardens

Complete, cut and mail in with your check.

Monarch butterflies attract milkweed grown in the gardens.

For additional info call 218-543-4714 or 651-290-5790.

CLIP & MAIL with check to: PBSBA Paver Brick Program, P.O. Box 401, Pequot Lakes, MN 56472

Sponsored by: ____________________________________

OR In memory of: ____________________________

Limited to 16 characters and 2 lines

# Paver bricks of $60.00 each = Total $________

(amount of check enclosed)

Phone(s)___________________________________

Address:___________________________________City__________________________State____Zip___________

Email:________________________________________________________

Your Name:__________________________________

PAVER BRICK ENGRAVING